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Introduction

This is the full instruction manual 
to our Adaptive Rig System.  
 
The system is built with premium 
military grade materials with 
industrial Juki sewing machines 
and industrial grade laser cutting 
machinery.  

The system is handmade in 
Finland and it is developed 
continuously by the feedback and 
ideas from customers.



ARS Alpha is the base of the Adaptive Rig System. The 
module’s front is covered with PALS and the sides have loops 
for attaching removable side release buckles or shock cord. 
The loops can also be used for routing cables or attaching 
carabiners or such. 

The backside of the module is covered with hook velcro. 
which allows attaching the panel to a plate carrier that has 
loop webbing on the front. The hook velcro is backed with a 
piece of loop velcro which allows attaching danglers and 
pouches that have loop velcro outside them.  

Modules can be attached to each other with removable 
buckles, shock cord, side straps or by placing the modules 
together and attaching them with the rear velcro piece and by 
looping a PALS pouch so that the pouch is attached to both 
panels. 

The module is delivered with extra side release buckles and a 
side strap. The buckles are universal 1” and they are 
compatible with aftermarket 1” side release buckles.

ARS Alpha Module



ARS Bravo is a modular yoke that can be attached to ARS 
Alpha modules or aftermarket chest rigs. The module’s 
shoulder straps are covered with PALS which allow routing 
cables and hydration systems or attaching knives, PTTs, 
radios or single row PALS pouches.  

The yoke has adjustable straps on front and back. The rear 
straps have removable shock cord loops to provide comfort 
with elasticity. All straps roll up and can be secured with 
velcro onewrap that is attached to the end of the strap.  The 
yoke also has attachment points on the back for buckles for 
attaching backpacks such as the Crye Precision AVS1000. 

Rear straps are removable and the base of the yoke has two 
different mounting loops - one for harness configurations and 
one for chest rig configurations. For small users the rear 
straps can be replaced with provided shock cord by attaching 
the yoke to the ARS Alpha module directly with shock cord. 
Two side straps can also be used for the same purpose.  
 
Each module is delivered with a side strap, backstrap and 
extra shock cord. 

ARS Bravo Module



Baofeng radio, PTT and SOG knife  
attached to the shoulder strap of the shoulder strap of the ARS Bravo module



Plate carrier placard 
configuration. The rear 
velcro is exposed so 
that it attaches to the 
plate carrier. If your 
carrier does not have 
loop velcro exposed, 
you can use buckles 
and attach them to the 
cummerbund.  

Micro rig configuration. 
Alpha and Bravo Module 
attached to each other.

-name

ARS Configurations 
1x Alpha & 1x Bravo Module 

Shoulder bag 
configuration. Alpha 
Module and Bravo rear 
strap. This is an 
excellent choice for 
quick grab bag for 
vehicles. 



Wide chest rig 
configurarion. Alpha 
modules are attached 
together with velcro 
backing. 

Split chest rig 
configuration. Alpha 
modules are attached 
with buckles. 

Front-adjustable split 
chest rig configuration. 
Side straps are used in 
the from to provide easy 
adjustment. Great 
choice with winter 
clothing. 

ARS Configurations
2x Alpha & 1x Bravo Module 



Split chest rig placard.  
Two Alpha Modules are 
attached to the chest rig 
with buckles and side 
straps. 

Split chest rig with front 
plate. The front plate 
bag is attached to the 
yoke by threading the pc 
buckle loops trough 
Bravo module’s PALS 
holes. 

Split chest rig with 
backpack yoke. The 
yoke replaced with 
backpack by attaching 
backpack’s shoulder 
straps to the rig with 
removable buckles. 

ARS Configurations

Split chest rig with 
backpack. Backpack is 
attached to the Bravo 
Module with removable 
buckles. 

2x Alpha & 1x Bravo Module & PC/backpack 



Harness configuration. 
Side straps are on the 
side and buckles on the 
front.   

Battle belt configuration. 
Three Alpha Modules 
are attached to each 
other with Velcro 
backing. The side straps 
are on the front for 
adjustment.

Front-adjustable 
harness configuration. 
Alpha modules attach to 
each other with buckles. 
Side straps are on the 
front for adjustment.

Harness with backpack. 
Backpack is attached to 
harness configuration 
with buckles.

ARS Configurations
3x Alpha & 1x Bravo Module 
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